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Abstract  
This thesis presents Sumitra Mehraul’s autobiography Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak and her two 

short stories Phãs and Pratikār and divides them into the categories of autobiography and 

autobiografiction. The categorization will be done by presenting a summary of each writing, 

introducing the concepts of autobiography, autobiografiction and Dalit literature. The result is 

a suggestion on how the writings can be categorized based on their content. Furthermore, 

discussing the importance of introducing autobiografiction into the categorization of Dalit 

literature. 
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Notes on Transcription and Other Comments 
In the transliteration of the sources and names in Devanagari this paper will follow the 

framework set by Rupert Snell, in his explanation in the Hindi-Urdu Flagship produced for 

University of Texas in Austin. However, the intention is not to transliterate the names of 

places and individuals if the English form is well known. For example, with the case of 

Sumitra Mehraul’s name, the English version of her name will be used as common in the 

international context surrounding her authorship.  

Rupert Snell allows the scholar to decide how to treat certain aspects of transliteration, and 

these will be presented in the following paragraph. In the transliteration of vowel nasality the 

tilde(~) will be used. In addition to this, by following Snell’s framework the inherent vowel a 

will not be marked when not pronounced (Snell 2014). 
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Introduction 
Background 
Sumitra Mehraul is an Indian author who writes in Hindi about her life experiences as a 

handicapped Dalit woman, both in short stories and most recently in her autobiography Ṭūṭe 

pãkhõ se parvāz tak. Mehraul’s autobiography presents different episodes of her life from the 

age of six months until present and how different parts of her identity has affected her life. 

Apart from the autobiography Mehraul has been writing fictional texts and in some cases, the 

fictional form has a clear autobiographical basis and almost identical events can be found in 

her autobiography. 

Sumitra Mehraul’s different identities as a Woman, Dalit and disabled relate to each other in 

her writings, foremost in her autobiography. By studying her autobiography and short stories 

the aim of this thesis is to determine if one of these three layers of her identity is dominating 

or if they have to be seen as complementary. Analyzing the episodes presented in the short 

stories respectively the autobiography in comparison to each other, the intention is to find 

differences or similarities in narrative strategy of the stories. The aim is furthermore to 

examine the different autobiographical elements in her writings, contributing to the general 

discussion on authenticity in Dalit writings. Mehraul’s fictional writings, and how they have 

been inspirited by her own experiences as a Dalit woman in contemporary India, raises the 

question in general how to categorize these types of works. Experience is one of the main 

component in Dalit literature, and authenticity is important in autobiographies as well as 

fictional works written by Dalit authors (Brueck 2017:77-79). 

Contemporary research of autobiographies include a theoretical discussion on how to view 

autobiographies with fictional elements, but also fictional works containing autobiographical 

segments. This theoretical discussion have resulted in the coining of a new concept; 

autobiografiction. The term was introduced by Stephen Reynolds in 1906, and is intended to 

describe (1) fiction that contains autobiographical references and (2) autobiographies that 

contain fictional elements (1906:28). With background in this, the following thesis will 

present an analysis on how Sumitra Mehraul’s writings can be viewed and categorized in 

relation to the two concepts of autobiografiction and autobiography. This is furthermore 
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meant to present a more general proposal on how to view writings by Dalit authors which 

transgress the established literary categories. 

With intent to examine the earlier mentioned concepts in relation to Dalit writings the aim is 

to answer the following questions: How should the life narratives presented in Sumitra 

Mehraul’s Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak respectively Pratikār and Phãs be categorized in relation 

to the two genres of autobiografiction and autobiography, and how can this categorization 

furthermore be viewed in relation to the importance of authenticity in Dalit literature? 

About the Author 

Sumitra Mehraul was born in 1965 in Delhi, went to Hindi schools and is an author who 

writes in Hindi. She has a PhD in Hindi and is currently working as a lecturer at Delhi 

University college. She recently has been promoted to the rank of professor at Delhi 

University. Her publications include two books about the Hindi-authors Nāgārjun(1911-1998) 

and Amṛtlāl Nāgar(1916-1990) as well as a number of short stories, articles, reviews and 

poems published in many different Indian literary magazines. Such as Haṃs, Kathādeś and 

Yuddhrat ām ādmī. After falling ill with polio at a young age Mehraul is disabled. Many of 

her literary works portray the life of a middle class handicapped person in India. Since she is 

a Dalit, discrimination based on the grounds of caste is a recurring theme of her works, and 

being discriminated as a woman is also part of her experience as marginalized. The 

autobiography Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak was released in 2020 and tells the story of a 

handicapped, Dalit woman in India (Mehraul 2017:168). 
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Method and Limitations 
The research question will be answered by the reading and analysis of Sumitra Mehraul’s 

autobiography as well as two of her short stories. The aim of this thesis is, as earlier 

mentioned, to contribute to the theoretical discussion on what distinguishes an autobiography 

from an autobiografictional text. The two short stories that will be presented contains 

episodes from Mehraul’s autobiography. In order to make a comparison in the analysis, 

Mehraul’s short stories Pratikār and Phãs will be compared to the identical episodes 

presented in the autobiography.  

Sumitra Mehraul presents what can be viewed as a unique perspective as her writing is 

describing her life in India as a Dalit, but also as a woman and disabled person. Derived from 

this, and the fact that the main focus of her writings is to describe of the discrimination she 

has faced because of her triple identity, her two short stories, Pratikār and Phā̃s as well as her 

autobiography was selected in this thesis that intend to present a theoretical discussion on the 

two concepts of autobiography and autobiografiction. Furthermore, the question of how 

Mehraul’s complex identity has not only affected, but even inspired her writing as a voice of 

a marginalized person will be addressed. 

By presenting and discussing theory on autobiographies, life writings and autobiografictional 

writings the intention is furthermore to decide whether the works should be categorized as 

autobiographical or autobiografictional, based on the concept introduced by Reynolds (1906). 

One of the limitations is quite obviously that only two of Mehraul’s short stories will be 

included in the analysis.With this said, this thesis is foremost supposed to add to the 

theoretical discussion and categorization of Dalit literature based on experiences of the author 

assuming that the result would not have been significantly different if including further of 

Mehraul’s works. 
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Material 
Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak 

Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak is the autobiography of Sumitra Mehraul and it contains the 

description of a disabled dalit woman’s daily life in India. Mehraul markes out the 

discrimination she has been facing throughout life, how she has handled both the 

discrimination but also other challenges she met because of her caste status. She tells about 

her family and later on about her husband, and the issues they have faced together throughout 

life. Her autobiography also contains her personal reflections on society, Hindi literature and 

descriptions of her inner thoughts and feelings (Mehraul 2017:7-167). 

The story begins astonishingly early, namely with Mehraul describing her life at the age of 

six months. At the time being she was living in Delhi with her mother, father and two 

brothers. This part of the autobiography describes her childhood, home and family, and is 

framed as the happiest period of her life. A turning point is presented when she writes about 

her becoming sick with polio. The following part of the autobiography tells about the time 

after becoming ill and her parents’ fruitless efforts of finding a cure. She describes the many 

hospital visits that later led to her getting diagnosed with polio (Mehraul 2017:7-13). 

After becoming sick the rest of her childhood is characterized by a feeling of exclusion. She 

reports bitter experiences at home and in school, feeling left out and foremost a feeling of 

being trapped in her home as a consequence of her physical limitations. Furthermore Mehraul 

portrays her mother and father. Her mother is described as busy with handling the chores and 

later her little brother with no time to spare on the issues in Mehraul’s life. Her father is 

described as absent and under the impression that household chores are the woman's 

responsibility. Mehraul also criticizes her parents for not fully investigating her illness. 

Instead, they visit many different hospitals and she can not help but to wonder if the nature of 

her disability would have been different if she got the right care (Mehraul 2017:7-13). 

During her childhood she had a great relationship with her grandmother with whom she felt 

she could be herself. In one episode of the autobiography Mehraul describes how her 

grandmother wants to have a surgery for her cataract done in order to improve her quality of 
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life. The rest of the family, however, thinks that the surgery is not necessary since the 

grandmother is still able to perform her daily contributions to the household. Mehraul 

disagrees and therefore helps her grandmother get the surgery. She expresses her anger over 

the family's unwillingness to help her and links the lack of empathy for the grandmother to 

her own experiences with her parents. She also explains how her grandmother after the 

grandfather's death had the right to some of his pension, but could not collect it since the 

family did not help her to collect the cash money annually, which had an important 

symbolical meaning for the grandmother as a contribution to the family income (Mehraul 

2017:64-67). 

Sumitra Mehraul also describes her childhood outside the family home and the issues she had 

to face because of her disability. During her first years of attending school Mehraul was 

frequently bullied and felt isolated and lonely. Her mother was illiterate and could not help 

her with her homework and it was hard to understand the unspoken rules of the school 

regarding hairstyle and clothing, which made Mehraul stand out even more (Mehraul 

2017:14-26). 

Some events during her first years in school haunts her throughout her life. One of these 

events is when her school class goes out for a picnic in a park in Delhi. At the picnic she is 

left alone as the other children and teachers are going for a stroll in the park, even the girls 

that she considered her friends leave her alone. She describes the feeling of panic and how it 

has affected her life after realizing she had been left behind in the park. Her trust in her 

classmates and teachers declines and it leads to Mehraul getting more reserved and introvert 

in school. In connection to this, she shortly mentions another traumatizing experience, when 

she was left alone at home as her parents went to the movies without her (Mehraul 

2017:14-31). 

Another defining experience is when she in the sixth grade becomes friends with a girl of a 

higher caste. The two girls often hang out in school but also at each others’  houses. One day 

when Mehraul is visiting the girl's home one of her brothers is getting married, and therefore 

the girl's relatives are visiting. Suddenly the girl is treating Mehraul completely differently 
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and the atmosphere becomes strange. For Mehraul this event adds on to the feeling of being 

excluded by her peers and this feeling is amplified by the fact that she in this situation, but 

also later on, had different clothes, jewelry and make-up than the women belonging to other, 

higher, castes. On this same note, Mehraul continues describing her experience as a dalit 

woman as she studied for her B.A. at Kamla Nehru College, where most of her classmates 

were from higher castes. She had a hard time making friends and felt as if she was different 

from the others. In telling this, she often thoroughly describes her and the other classmates’ 

clothing and jewelry, similarly to her previous experiences with her friend (Mehraul 

2017:38-46). 

Apart from these incidents and difficulties she had to face during her childhood, Mehraul also 

writes about her mobility challenges. As a consequence of her disability she has difficulties in 

walking longer distances, or at least in keeping up with the other kids her age. When she first 

started going to school she used to walk there but after some time she started taking the bus 

to school. It was quite a challenge to take the bus since she needed to climb onto it with her 

two crouches and therefore her parents did not want her to take it, partly also because of the 

money spending involved in it. Only after much arguing they gave her the permission, and 

riding the bus results in Mehraul getting less immobile (Mehraul 2017:27-31). She continues 

to ride the bus to college and when she later, after her Masters and PhD, started working at a 

bank she buys a threewheeler. She describes both learning to ride the bus and getting her 

threewheeler as a great turning point because of the freedom and independence she gained. 

Earlier she had difficulties keeping up with her classmates and colleagues but these new 

possibilities gave her strength to work and study with less mobility challenges. She later in 

life found great joy in traveling with her family, but as earlier, often felt limited by her 

disability (Mehraul 2017:47-59). 

As earlier mentioned she describes how she and the other members of her family were being 

discriminated on the basis of their caste. In one chapter of the book, she explains how her 

father used to give legal advice to his colleagues by describing an incident where one of his 

colleagues was visiting their house (Mehraul 2017:60-63). She describes how the colleague is 

offered chai and his doubt over drinking the beverage from the hand of a dalit. On one hand 
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he came to their home seeking Mehraul’s fathers advice and the offering of chai is a kind 

gesture, and on the other hand he is of a higher caste and should not drink anything prepared 

by a dalit. An almost identical situation is repeated when Mehraul’s mother gets a visit from a 

woman of a higher caste. It is a hot day and Mehraul’s mother wants to offer her something 

cold to drink, but the woman explains that she cannot accept drinks prepared by her. In the 

end her father’s colleague quickly drinks the chai while the woman visiting her mother gets a 

bottled drink from the family that she can drink, since it is not prepared by the family 

(Mehraul 2017:60-63). 

The autobiography thoroughly describes Sumitra Mehraul working in a bank and her 

becoming, if not in love, at least charmed by a recurring costumer. Furthermore it is 

described how she became unhappy with her job as a bank employee and for a long time was 

seeking a job as a lecturer (Mehraul 2017:68-74). When she, after a lot of trouble, gets her 

dream job she had to struggle with how her colleagues treated her. She describes how she was 

treated, both generally but also in professional context, by her colleagues and the headmaster 

of the college. In this phase of her life, she started writing and got great support in her writing 

by the author Sudha Aurora, especially in the making of her autobiography, and was getting 

published in different magazines. Even as she was getting good criticism from other great 

writers, her colleagues did not appreciate her as an author. She is uncertain if the unpleasant 

treatment was because of her being a dalit, a woman or both (Mehraul 2017:99-103). 

According to the autobiography, the decision to marry is very much the author’s own 

decision, but it naturally involves the family, who has to agree – her handicap 

notwithstanding – in finding a good match. At 26 years, Sumitra Mehraul finally decides for 

one among the candidates, in agreement with her parents. Her husband's name is Satish and 

she reports how she at first finds her husband boring and unintelligent, but finally perceives 

his great character values (Mehraul 2017:75-85). After getting married, they first move 

together to the village of her husband, which was a new experience for her since she had 

lived in Delhi for her whole life. Living in the rural world was difficult for Mehraul who felt 

lonely. After some time the couple moved back to Delhi (Mehraul 2017:86-98). She remains 

independent after getting married. For an example, she describes how she is the decisive part 
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in the decision to buy a flat. Mehraul herself takes the bank loan, not her husband (Mehraul 

2019:86-152). 

In one part of the autobiography she describes the couples struggle to have children because 

of fertility issues, which she had to do decisive treatment for. Mehraul also informs the reader 

that she and Satish share many of the household chores and how Satish is supporting her 

during this mentally and physically challenging treatment (Mehraul 2017:86-114). 

The birth of her two sons is described as a great turning point and brought Mehraul happiness 

and a sense of satisfaction (Mehraul 2017:104-114). In this part of the autobiography she is 

also describing how she got sick with tuberculosis and typhoid fever when her children were 

still quite small, and how challenging she found it being sick and caring for the children 

while Satish was working. (Mehraul 2019:86-152). 

Sumitra Mehraul also describes an incident where they are discriminated against by some of 

their neighbours. At the time being she and Satish live in an apartment where one of their 

neighbours occupied a parking lot in front of Mehraul’s apartment. This later escalates in the 

neighbours treating the family badly by yelling derogatory words relating to their caste status 

and sabotaging their garden. After Mehraul reported the incident to the police with some 

trouble involved, she insists the neighbours should apologize to her family in order to make 

her withdraw the allegation. This semi-public apology leads to increased respect in the 

housing society, but also increased exclusion (Mehraul 2017:131-133). 

In the final chapters of the autobiography she describes her inner life and how she has been 

suffering from what seems to be depression in certain periods of her life. She describes how 

she found BK Shivani's videos on YouTube and how the videos have helped her improve her 

mental health. In these parts she thoroughly and precisely describes her feelings of sadness. 

She ends her autobiography with writing about her two sons and their lives. One of them is 

studying to become an engineer and the other one has a great interest in taekwondo and she is 

very proud of them (Mehraul 2017:153-167). 

The autobiography also contains Mehraul’s thoughts on different matters such as the 

globalization and modernization of India. She describes how women in India meet these 
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days, how these meetings are centered around religious events and how she feels left out 

because she is an atheist. She furthermore describes being a dalit on social media, where one 

could assume the social norms would be more easily transgressed but Mehraul argues that 

this is not the case. In general, the chapters about these matters are colored by the recurrent 

loneliness in her life (Mehraul 2017:134-144). Furthermore, Sumitra Mehraul writes about 

the writers’ role in society and how the literature is the mirror of society. She writes about 

contemporary literature and how it is the author's duty to write about social matters and 

contribute to solutions of societal problems (Mehraul 2017:153-159). 
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Pratikār 

This short story was published in 2008 and is about a Dalit woman and her experiences of 

discrimination on the basis of her caste. Pratikār begins with an incident in which one of the 

Dalit women’s neighbors named Sunītā is screaming downgrading and casteist cuss words 

after a discussion about a parking spot. The Dalit woman lives in the apartment house with 

her husband on the top floor and Sunītā lives with her husband on the first floor. The woman 

and her husband moved into Delhi after getting married and she describes how the 

neighbours have been treating them differently ever since they found out that they were Dalit. 

Sunītā and her husband own a company working with transportation and therefore often park 

in the parking lot outside of the dalit couples front door (Mehraul 2008).  

When the Dalit couple gets a car they want to use the parking spot outside their front door 

themselves. The incident when Sunītā gets upset begins with the Dalit women asking them to 

park elsewhere. After this the Dalit family is further excluded from the social life of their 

neighbours. In the short story it is described how another woman is holding an invitation to a 

religious recitation and party to which the Dalit couple is not invited. While the party is 

ongoing the Dalit woman is at home, when she suddenly receives a call from her father. Her 

father is a lawyer and after telling him about the incident they decide to file a report (Mehraul 

2008). 

The Dalit woman feels uncertain that the police will take action but after being enough 

persistent, Sunītā and her husband Sureś get called down to the station for questioning. After 

being questioned by the police the neighbours talks to the Dalit family. They want the family 

to pull back their report but the Dalit woman refuses to do so. After some persuasion from the 

other neighbours Sunītā apologizes and the Dalit couple withdraw their report. After this 

situation they are not the victims of any casteism by their neighbours again, but never fully 

accepted and respected by the society (Mehraul 2008). 
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Phā̃s 

The story begins with a conversation between Nainā and her husband discussing whether 

they should go to the movies. They decide for a movie and talk about if they should bring 

their little son along. This conversation brings back memories from the past for Nainā and a 

scene from her past is presented for the reader. She begins to describe a park in the middle of 

the summer with children playing football or running around, and aunties gossiping. A seven 

year-old girl is sitting on a bench, unable to participate in the games. She is mourning the fact 

that her legs are paralyzed because of her falling sick with a fever some years ago (Mehraul 

2019:82). 

The story proceeds to tell about the girl's life and experiences. Nainā describes how her 

mother never seemed to have time or sympathy for her situation, but also how she is 

disappointed that there have been no thorough examination on why she became disabled. Her 

mother is occupied with chores and the girl feels isolated at home. After school, and after the 

homework is done, she feels like she has no purpose and is longing for playing with other 

kids (Mehraul 2019:84). 

When Nainā comes home after the day in the park, her mother and father have started to get 

ready to go to the cinema. She overhears her father telling her little brother that they are 

going to the cinema and becomes devastated when she realizes that they are going without 

her. It is described how she tries to follow them to the cinema but because of her handicap 

she falls behind. She tries to call for them but they are too far away and she ends up alone on 

the street, crying until her grandmother comes to get her. Her grandmother brings Nainā 

home and the anger fades a bit after that. She describes how she is sitting on the floor with 

her paralyzed legs feeling more lonely than ever before (Mehraul 2019:85). 

 

After this sequence the story goes back to telling the life of the adult Nainā and her thoughts 

on the incident. Nainā describes how the memories of the feeling of being excluded still hurts 

(Mehraul 2019:85). 
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Theoretical framework 
Autobiography, Life Writings and Autobiografiction  
The theories used in autobiographical studies started emerging from many different 

disciplines, like psychology, literature, history and later anthropology, social sciences and 

women’s studies. During the 1970s the studies of autobiography became a separate discipline 

and as in many other disciplines became influenced by feminist, postmodern and postcolonial 

interventions (Malhotra and Lambert-Hurley 2015:3). Confessions by Jean-Jacques Rousseau  

is often considered the first published autobiography, although the history is full of examples 

of other life writings that also could be considered the first (Lambert-Hurley & Malhotra 

2015:2). It has also been argued that Confessions, written around 400 CE, by Saint Augustine 

of Hippo should be considered the first autobiography. However, the work is perhaps rather 

exploring the individual emotional and philosophical development of its author. Despite not 

being an autobiography by the definitions used today the work must be considered important 

for the development of the autobiographical genre (Lejeune 1989:4). 

 In determining which autobiography that was indeed the first a definition of what can be 

considered an autobiography is necessary. According to Philippe Lejeune in 

L’autobiographie en France from 1971, translated as On Biography in 1973, the 

autobiography is: “Retrospective prose narrative written by a real person concerning his own 

existence, where the focus is his individual life, in particular the story of his 

personality.”(Lejeune 1989:4)  

To be included in the term autobiography the text must fulfill conditions divided into four 

categories listed by Lejeune. Firstly the narrator must be the same as the author, secondly the 

language must be prose and a narrative, thirdly the subject must be the author, and lastly the 

author must present a retrospective narrative (Lejeune 1989:4). The narrative is also 

considered an important part of the autobiography and Lejeune determines the autodiegetic 

narrator as the most common one, but also argues that the autobiography can be written in the 

second person or even in the third person (Lejeune 1989:6-7). De Man questions this 

limitation of what narrative should be accepted as autobiographic as no reason to this 

limitation is presented by Lejeune (de Mann 1979:920).  He further argues that a generic 
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definition of the autobiography is unnecessary or even pointless as each autobiography in 

some way differentiates from works that earlier has been accepted as an autobiography (de 

Mann 1979:919-920). Although Lejeune’s definition has been challenged, both by de Man 

but also more contemporary theorists such as Browarczyk, it must be considered as it is still 

used by many theorists and will be used in this thesis (Malhotra and Lambert-Hurley 2015:3). 

Monika Browarczyk mentions Phillipe Lejeune's theory on the autobiographical pact as an 

important contribution to the theoretical framework surrounding the autobiography 

(Browarczyk 2019:27). Lejuene suggests that the autobiographical pact is a pact between the 

writer and the reader and that the pact is what separates the autobiographical writings from 

fictional writings. As a part of this pact the reader commits to a specific form of reading, 

aware that an objective and truthful narrative of the author’s life in the autobiography is 

impossible but still committed to reading the same (Lejeune 1978:4-17).  

In On Autobiography, Philipe Lejeune presents the autobiographical pact as vital when 

distinguishing the autobiography from the autobiographical novel, as the two different 

categories of writing are not possible to separate when simply doing an analysis of a text. As 

a part of the autobiographical pact Lejeune argues that the proper name of the author needs to 

be presented to the reader and rejects the idea that an anonymous autobiography is possible 

(Lejeune 1978:15-19).  The theory of the autobiographical pact is further elaborated by 

Allmand and Lejeune and Allmand’s models contribute with the idea of the narrative self in 

the theoretical discussion of autobiographical writings (Browarczyk 2019:25-26).  

Researchers in literary studies of autobiographical writings have brought forward several 

issues with the autobiographical self. One of these researchers is Eakin, who in his Touching 

the World: Reference in Autobiography made an effort to examine the meaning of the self in 

autobiographies. He meant that the autobiographical self should be viewed as imaginative or 

as the self is a result of the culture surrounding the author and therefore is a construct. The 

same can be said about the literary self, which is also to be viewed as a construction based on 

the culture surrounding the author and with background in this Eakin concludes the self as ”a 

construct of a construct” and imaginative (Eakin 1992:102) 
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Apart from the issues presented regarding the autobiographical self, the separation of the 

fictional and autobiographical genre have also met criticism. De Man argues the two 

categories of writings as inseparable and rejects the definition of autobiography as a mode or 

genre but rater ”a figure of reading or of understanding, that occurs to some degree, in all 

texts.” He criticizes Lejeunes idea of the autobiographical pact and further declares that the 

autobiographical pact concludes all texts that have an identifiable author as autobiographical. 

If all texts can be considered autobiograpichal de Man argues that no text truly is 

autobiographical, which sheds a light on the problem with defining autobiography. He 

criticizes how Lejeune does not differentiate between ”proper name” and ”signature” in his 

criteria for what can be considered as an autobiography and concludes that autobiographies 

simply are too unstable for a generic definition (de Man 1978:922-923).  

As earlier mentioned the definition of autobiographies vary and have met criticism for being 

focused around life narratives from the West. Smith and Watson put forward how 

contemporary postcolonial and postmodern theorists argue that the term autobiography is 

narrow and does not include life narratives that do not fit the definition as given by Lejeune 

and others (Smith and Watson 2001:1-6). Lejeune exclusively presents a definition of the 

autobiography which does not include memoirs, biography, diaries, personal novels or self 

portraits and centers around the given criterias(1984:4). Therefore, in addition to defining the 

autobiography, some theorists have tried to establish a wider concept in order to include other 

forms of life narrating stories. Smith and Watson argued for the distinction of three different 

terms when discussing the writing of the self. These terms are life writing, life narrative and 

autobiography (Smith and Watson 2001:1-6).  

In the term life writings they sought to include novels, biographies etc. that had one 

individual's life as the main subject, although a distinction between the different forms of life 

writings is necessary (Smith and Watson 2001:1-6). Monika Browarczyk does not make the 

same distinction between the concepts as is presented by Smith and Watson. She argues, with 

basis in Smith and Watsons idea of life writings that the term should include both self 

narratives from the western literary tradition such as autobiographies, memoirs, travelogue 
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and diaries but also other self narratives, as hymns. In addition to this, Browarczyk includes 

writings on social media and in recipe books but also oral traditions that transmitted life 

stories and furthermore in the term. Browarczyk argues that the term should be used as a way 

to expand the autobiographical canon (2019:17-21). 

Smith and Watson on the other hand, describe life narratives as autobiographies and other 

self-referential works and presents a somewhat limited category of writings. The 

autobiography is presented as a formalized type of life narrative that springs from the time of 

the Enlightenment, similarly to the definition given by Philippe Lejeune (Smith and Watson 

2001:1-6). If the term instead is used as suggested by Browarczyk it would result in the 

inclusion of narratives such as the historical hymns by Buddhist nuns that have been orally 

transmitted throughout history (Browarczyk 2019:17-21).  

Smith and Watson furthermore point out that the author of a biography often uses different 

kinds of sources to verify the narrative given in the biography while the author narrating his 

or her life rarely does the same  (Smith and Watson 2001:1-6). On the same note, Smith and 

Watson argue that the autobiographical narratives can not be seen as historical documents 

since they are containing subjective facts rather than objective, even though they tend to 

pretend so (2001:10). Researchers have different opinions regarding if the self narration can 

be independent of others, or is rather always influenced by others stories about the author 

(Browarczyk 2019:27). 

  

Autobiographical writing was earlier considered as a form of historical writings in which the 

truthful version of an individual’s life was presented (Wagner-Egelhaaf 2019:1).  

The contemporary focus in autobiographical studies have somewhat shifted, as the former 

idea of autobiographical writings as the objective truth is being questioned (Browarczyk 

2019:22). Critics argue that a human beings memory is not reliable and that the writings will 

further get altered by the narcissistic author (Wagner-Egelhaaf 2019:1). When discussing the 

categorization of autobiographies the psychoneurological mechanism involved in 

remembering should also be taken into consideration as what is known at present about this 

mechanism reveal further problems in the writing of autobiographical texts (Browarczyk 
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2019:22). This is further elaborated by Markowitsch and Staniloiu who present a detailed 

account for the human memory. The long-term memory system is divided in five different 

categories: procedural memory, priming, preceptual memory, semantic memory and episodic-

autobiographical memory. The episodic-autobiographical memory is the ability to remember 

events and experiences and according to Markowitsch and Staniloiu this kind of memory is 

reserved to humans above the age of four years (2019:18-27). 

A discussion whether autobiographical writings should be categorized as fiction or non-

fiction have come into the light. Autobiographical writing is viewed as trans-genre and 

related forms of writing are being discussed as well(faction, autofiction etc.). Certain scholars 

have also brought up the similarities between autobiographies and biographies leading to the 

introduction of the term auto/biographies (Browarczyk 2019:22). 

Autobiografiction and Autofiction 

Autofiction was firstly used by Serge Doubrovsky, using it to categorize his own novel Flis 

(1977). He defined it as: ”Fiction, of strictly factual events and facts: autofiction, if you 

will” (Saunders 2020:1). According to Smith and Watson in reading autobiographies the term 

autofiction, which is the term for autobiographical fiction used by French theorists, is 

describing autobiographical fiction or first-person narrative that is fictional (2001:186). 

Doubrovsky intended for the term to tear down the idea of the autobiographer as a genius and 

express the issues with turning experiences into a literary text (Gronemann 2019:241-244). 

When he introduced the term during the 1970:s the term autobiografiction, a merged term 

coined of ’autobiography’ and ’fiction,’ had already been introduced by Reynolds in 1906 

(Reynolds 1906:28). The term autobiografiction is also brought up and used for the 

phenomena in Self Impression by Max Saunders (Saunders 2010:165-170). This thesis will 

use the term autobiografiction as defined by Saunders and Reynolds when discussing the 

phenomena. As for the autobiographical concept, Saunders introduce a definition as 

following: 

 

 1. Text at the intersection between fictionnal [sic] and autobiographical fiction. 

2. A fictionnal [sic] autobiography. 
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3. The writing of someone else’s fiction.  

(Saunders 2010:166) 

Autobiografiction has, according to Saunders, wrongly been assumed as a part of postmodern 

fiction but the concept was in reality a part of modernism. His claim for this is based on the 

fact that the concept was introduced by Reynolds in 1906 and therefore can not be a part of 

the postmodern concept (Saunders 2010:165-170). Reynolds reserves the term for fiction that 

is including episodes from the authors life but also certain parts of autobiographies that have 

their basis in fiction (1906:28).  He argues that some fictional events that are ”genuine 

spiritual experiences” can be acceptable in autobiographies and exemplify this by presenting 

Dream Children by Lamb which present the authors fantasy of having his own children. He 

claims the autobiograficiton to be more intimate and connected than what can be found in 

essays and compares it to poetry (Reynolds 1906:28). Reynolds definition of the 

autobiografiction is as “a record of real spiritual experiences strung on a credible but more or 

less fictitious autobiographical narrative” (1906:28). This definition makes a further 

distinction between autobiographical and autobiografictional writings, as the clarification on 

autobiografictional writings suggests that these writings is authentic experiences turned into 

fiction (Saunders 2010:171). 

Saunders argues that the growing number of autobiografictional works is a result of the 

increasing number of fictional works with autobiographical elements, such as the works of 

Woolf, Proust and Sinclair etc, and the contemporary increased interest in reading fiction.  

Saunders claim that the increasing autobiografictional works should be seen as a natural 

result of this development and it is not necessarily something negative, as some argue 

fictional works can be more truthful than autobiographical works (2010:198-202). The 

fictional works present a broader forum to present shameful or other parts of oneself that the 

author is perhaps unable to present in an autobiography (Saunders 2010:205).  

Lejeune does not agree with the conclusion that the fictional works present a more true 

representation of the author's life than the autobiography. He argues that the reader will try to 

”reveal” the author by trying to find resemblances with the protagonist of the fictional text 
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and the author. In the opposite case when the identity is clearly stated, as done in 

autobiographies, the reader will try to find inaccuracy with the authors authentic life (Lejeune 

1978:14-15). With basis in his theory about the autobiographical pact respectively the 

fictional pact Phillipe Lejeune concluded the definite separation of the two genres (Lejeune 

1978:15-19). This distinction by the autobiographical pact when the reader is viewing the text 

as authentic rather than fictional because of his or her expectations is also brought up by 

Watson and Smith as a possible demarcation between fiction and autobiographies (Watson 

and Smith 2001:186). 

As an alternative to this strict division of genres offered by Lejeune, Saunders argues that the 

tendency of writers to transgress from the fictional to the autobiographical category and vice 

versa should be seen as a possibility for productivity and not a defeat (Saunders 

2010:198-202). Some theorists have argued the effort to separate between autobiography and 

autobiografiction is unnecessary if the definition of fiction is text that are ”imagined” or 

”created”, since this definition fits almost every existing text (Smith and Watson 2001:186).  

Autobiographies in Hindi 

Autobiographical writing was during a great period of time considered a Western style of 

writing and the autobiographies that existed outside of it were considered a product of 

western influence (Lambert-Hurley and Malhotra 2015:3). As a result of the emerge of 

postmodern, postcolonial and feminist theories the presumption that autobiographies were a 

result of the Western individualistic society was questioned, on the basis that the 

autobiographical tradition had emerged and was present in other societies (Browarczyk 

2019:17). This has led to a discussion whether the autobiography is compatible with writings 

produced in the Indian context (Malinar 2019:967-982).  The presumption that 

autobiographies could be produced exclusively in Western societies was based on the idea 

that the individual identity was over triumphed by the collective identity in the societies of 

the East. Eastern scholars underline that, though the idea of individuality in the East is 

different from the idea of individuality in the West, the concept is not originating from the 

West (Browarczyk 2019:17).  
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The autobiographies in South Asia are by Western theorists, according to Lambert-Hurley 

and Malhotra, continuously seen as a result of colonialism and English education and 

considered expectations or abnormalities from the South Asian literary tradition. The 

framework for autobiographies has been adapted and developed from Rousseau's Confessions 

which has led to theorists overlooking the autobiographical works of South Asia as they often 

do not fit the definition of an autobiography (Lambert-Hurley and Malhotra 2015:3-4). When 

looking at the autobiographical works of India it should be said that the many different 

languages of India but also the many different literary traditions comes with further issues in 

the making of one Indian canon. Therefore the Indian autobiographies should rather be 

separated into several literary canons (Malinar 2019:967-982).  

The opinions on which autobiography in Hindi that should be considered the first has created 

a division of the theorists. According to Zamindar, the first autobiography is written in poetry 

by Banarsidas Jain, although this could be questioned depending on what is defined as an 

autobiography. Furthermore Swami Shradhanand, Dr, Shyamsundar Das and Padumlal 

Pannalal is mentioned as among the first to publish their modern autobiographies (Zamindar 

1974:114-117). Women writing autobiographies in Hindi is a relatively new phenomenon as 

more than a dozen Women published their autobiography in the second half of the 1990s, 

while only a few autobiographies were published before this (Browarczyk 2019:16).  

Browarczyk mentions Sīmantinī upadeś or ‘a tract for a married woman’ from 1882 as 

possibly the earliest life writing by a Woman in Hindi. It is a comment on the patriarchy by 

condemning the men taking part in the patriarchal Hindu tradition but also the Women 

blindly accepting it. The academic accounts of the earliest autobiographies in Hindi does 

however not include Sīmantinī upadeś as it does not fit the regular definition of an 

autobiography (Browarczyk 2019:42-43). Another autobiographical writing by Dukhinibala 

is named Sarlā: ek vidhvā kī ātmjivnī or Sarla: an autobiography of a widow, was published 

between July 1915 and March 1916 in Strī darpaṇ, a women’s magazine. Dukhinibala is 

according to Browarczyk translated as sorrowing or grieving and therefore it is possible to 

assume that the name is a pseudonym. Another text that is also often viewed as one of the 

earliest is Ablāõ kā insāf or ’Justice for the powerless (women).’ The text was published first 
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in 1927 and later republished with the addition of “the first modern Hindi autobiography by a 

Woman.” All the three texts that have been claimed to be the first autobiography written by a 

Woman in Hindi have in common that the writer's identity has not been confirmed. In this 

passage Browarczyk, therefore, points out that it is impossible to confirm that the authors 

were indeed women and simply not portraying as women (Browarczyk 2019:44-46).  

As mentioned previously Sarlā: ek vidhvā kī ātmjivnī was first published in a Women's 

magazine and the publication of parts or shorter autobiographical text in magazines is not 

unique for this piece. As Premchand in 1932 published 52 autobiographical texts in the Hindi 

literary magazine Haṁs, founded by him in 1930, four women also got their autobiographical 

texts published (Browarczyk 2019:47). 

Hindi Dalits authors of autobiographies struggled for a long time with getting accepted by the 

Hindi Literary community. During the 1980s Marathi autobiographies written by Dalits 

started getting translated into Hindi and later on Hindi Autobiographies written by Dalits 

started appearing (Hunt 2014:132-134). Since the 1980s many Dalit writers have moved from  

rural villages to cities and becoming part of the middle class. This has meant that they have 

the possibility to, at least more actively, question and oppose the caste system (Hunt 

2014:135).  Apart from the importance of the writers becoming a part of the middle class, the 

Dalit writer networks have also been important for the emerge of the Hindi Dalit 

autobiographies. The same must of course be said about the publication of Dalits in literary 

magazines such as Haṁs and Yuddhrat ām ādmī (Hunt 2014:132-135). 

It is also important to mention that the issue containing the autobiographical texts led to a 

discussion on the autobiographical text in the Indian context. Monika Browarczyk describes 

that according to the literary critic Nanddulare Vajpeyi the special edition of Haṁs 

“Encouraged a tendency for self-advertising and self-aggrandising, and was against the grain 

of philosophical tradition of India.”(Browarczyk 2019:49) Premchand defended the 

publishing of the autobiographical texts and the autobiographical writing in general as a way 

of the author to connect with his or her readers and as an important tool in order to 

understand the authors writings (Browarczyk 2019:49). 
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In 1947 the partition of British India took place and a new period of Hindi literature history 

started. The new period is called contemporary Hindi literature and with this came a new type 

of autobiographical texts where authors wrote autobiographies focused on the collective 

trauma that the partition had created (Browarczyk 2019:49). The most recent wave of 

autobiographies came during the 1990s and according to Monika Browarczyk there are two 

reasons behind this new trend of writings. She presents the increasing visibility of minority or 

marginalized groups but also the presence of the feminist discourse as the reasons behind the 

new wave (Browarczyk 2019:58). The Women’s movement in India has met criticism for 

being exclusively for the middle-class, urban women. In the literary sphere a discussion on 

whether Women's writings should be considered separate from men’s writing or as part of the 

same category of writings arose. Writers such as Prabha Khaitan and Maireyi Pushpa have 

embraced the feminism while other important writers like Krishna Sobti and Gagan Gil have 

refused the labeling of their works as Women’s writings. Sobti considers the works as 

something behind the horizon of gender and Gil rather wants them considered and analyzed 

as products of individuality (Browarczyk 2019:60-61).  

In connection to the discussion on Women’s writing and the Women’s movement in India the 

discussion on the similarity between Women’s and Dalit’s situation in India that took from in 

Haṁs in the late 1990s is to be presented. At this period of time Rajendra Yadav, a famous 

writer, was the editor of Haṁs and he claimed that the situation of Dalits and Women in India 

to some extent were comparable. This claim was later questioned by the writer Mridula Garg 

who meant that not every Woman is oppressed but all Dalits are and instead argued for the 

division of the society in Dalit and non-Dalit. Later on the author Prabha Khaitan also 

published her opinions on the subject in Haṁs by pointing out the conflict in being a Women 

and opposing the patriarcy but also being forced to surrender under the same. Lastly the Dalit 

author Mohandas Naimishray voiced his opinion by stating that “a Woman is a Dalit From 

the Beginning to the End.” (Browarczyk 2019:62) By this statement Naimishray meant that 

Women in India had a slave-like status, just as Dalits (Browarczyk 2019:62). 
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Monika Browarczyk describes the act of writing an autobiography as a woman as a rebellious 

act in itself. The female writer experience four kinds of censorships and Browarczyk claim 

these to be “political, sociocultural, familial and internal or autocensorship” (Browarczyk 

2019:71). Around the 2000s(2010 and 2016) opposition against the women’s movement and 

female writing was raised as Vibhuti Narain Rai said that there were “no greater 

prostitute” (ibid 2019:72) than the female hindi author. On the same subject Narendra Kohli, 

a great Hindi author, in a speech at the international Hindi conference in Paris spoke about 

Hindi women's writers. Kohli was a part of an ideological battle which spoke about women’s 

empowerment and freedom, and how the contemporary women's movement is equivalent 

with immorality (ibid 2019:73). 

Dalit Literature and Autobiographies 

 Most saliently, Dalit literature is largely understood as the unmediated    

 expression of Dalit identity, now legible in modern narrative and poetic forms.   

 Aesthetic and formal considerations of such texts, therefore, have been    

 subordinated to these political aims, if not evaded entirely. 

 (Gajarawala, 2012:3) 

The caste system suggests the superiority and authority of the higher castes and is to this day, 

the foundation of the Indian social order. The lower castes have in the past and to some extent 

even today been forced to obedience and marginalization resulting in social and economic 

disadvantage (Narayan 2006:20). In The Danger of Gender, Clara Nubile (2003:65-79) 

-following Dr Ambedkar- goes as far as to claim that the Hindu social order is based on 

discrimination on the grounds of caste, class and gender. The word Dalit is often used in 

speaking about the lower classes and the usage was initiated by the Ambedkarian movement 

of the early years of independence.  

Bhimrao “Babasaheb” Ambedkar played a pivotal role for the Dalit consciousness, as a result 

of being discriminated throughout his life. Later on, he became the minister of law and 

played a great part in criminalizing discriminating against untouchables and later in life even 

converted to buddhism as he accused the Hindu doctrine for rather than rejecting the 
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discrimination of Dalits embracing it (Britannica 2022). The word Dalit have later been used 

by the activists of the Dalit movement to address the marginalized people of the lower castes 

(Nubile 2003:75-79). The meaning of the word is: “burst, split, scattered, dispersed, broken, 

torn asunder, destroyed, crushed”(Nubile 2003:75). Discrimination based on caste if 

forbidden in India since the law on Anti-untouchability in 1955 which is a part of the Article 

17 of the Indian constitution but is present to this day, leading to marginalization of Dalits. 

Casteism is a controversial question and a shameful issue in the modern Indian society as it is 

forbidden by law but still is very much present. Dalit women are, according to Nubile, facing 

triple oppression as a result of their caste, class and gender. Dalits in general are often facing 

violence on the basis of their caste and this violence is often directed towards the women as 

an extra form of humiliation of the Dalit community (Nubile 2003:75-77).  

The Dalit movement early on used literature as a form of mobilization and to spread 

awareness by the printing of different interpretations of myths and newspapers. According to 

Badri Narayan in Women Heroes and Dalit Assertion in North India the Dalit movement was 

initiated in Maharashtra by Jyotiba Phule, Gopal Baba Balankar and Dr. B. R. Ambedkar 

around the year of 1877 (Narayan 2006:50-51). As a consequence of this Marathi early on 

became important in the Dalit Literary Movement. Buddhism is also an important part of the 

Dalit movement as Dr. Ambedkar converted to Buddhism in the year of his death (1956) and 

contributed to the growing literary tradition as the writers were not restricted by the orthodox 

Hindu tradition (Nubile 2003:81-82). In the beginning of the Dalit Literary Movement the 

booklets with myths and newspapers made up the most of what was being printed by the 

activists (Narayan 2006:51-57). A great issue of the Movement was the fact that education 

was often not accessible to the Dalits, as a result of Caste politics (Narayan 2006:59). 

In the early 21st century, the contemporary Dalit literature mainly consisted of poetry and 

autobiography, according to Nubile in The Danger of Gender. However, short story writing 

was also strong. As a result of the literary themes often being personal experiences of 

discrimination and casteism Nubile suggests the categorization of Dalit Literature as realism 

(2003:81-82). According to Laura R. Brueck in her essay Bending Biography in Caste and 

Life Narratives scholarship on Dalit literature in recent years have premiered Dalit fictional 
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writing over the autobiographical writing (2019:80). In this essay, Brueck presents realism 

and modernism as the appropriate critical frameworks in understanding and analyzing the 

fictional Dalit Literature (2019:80).  

Gajarawala refers to Dalit literature as “characterized as a literature of protest and historical 

revisionism, typically with emphasis on the documentation of the violence, oppression, and 

structural inequality engendered by casteism.”. She furthermore argues this is the reason 

behind the importance for authenticity of Dalit literature (Gajarawala 2012:1-2). Brueck has 

also criticized the cult of authenticity in Dalit literature and in connection to this she presents 

the concept of chetnā as a tool for Dalit critical analysis, following Ravindra Gupta. The 

”cult” of authenticity is presented in connection to Premchand and the importance he had for 

the initiation of the Hindi realist literary movement as contrary to what Brueck refers to as 

chetnā (Brueck, 2017:77-79). According to Brueck the narrative used in realism in Hindi 

Literature were designed to awaken sympathy from the reader. The sympathetic discourse 

leads to what Brueck refers to as “an aesthetic of detachment” (Brueck, 2017:79). 

Gajarawala furthermore argues that Premchand and his contribution to the Dalit literature 

have been important for the development of the literature. She explains how the display of 

Dalits in Premchand’s stories only presents their current situation, not what could be. The 

”cult” for authenticity and the realist movement led to the development of sympathy as a 

narrative tool of the Dalit literary movement. The usage of this tool has, according to 

Garjarawala, resulted in the literature’s limited potential (Brueck, 2017:79). Brueck argues 

that this way of writing is making the reader sympathize with the fictional character of the 

story but does not engage the reader further than that. This goes against the foundation idea 

of the Dalit literary movement as awakening the readers engagement and commitment to the 

Dalit movement (Brueck 2019:81).  

On the question of deattachment Brueck brings up David Damrosh’s explanation of the 

reading of world literature as “…detached engagement with worlds beyond our own (read: 

Euro-American) place and time” (Brueck, 2017:82). She ties this to Dalit literature and 

argues that this is the opposite of what is intended by this type of literature. She furthermore 
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argues that: “It is this detachment that is so troubling for many Dalit writers and thinkers, for 

Dalit literature demands anything but detachment; it is a call instead for political engagement 

and social revolution” (Brueck, 2017:82) Instead of this narrative designed to awaken 

sympathy, Brueck argues that the Dalit chetnā should be central to the writing of Dalit 

Literature. According to her idea of chetnā the focus of the Dalit Literature should be the 

presenting of the lives of important Dalit individuals (Brueck 2019:81).  

The Hindi contributions of short stories, novels and autobiographies belonging to the Dalit 

literature tradition have increased during the last two decades (Gajarawala, 2012:1). This is 

also mentioned in Narrating lifes, narrating selves by Monika Browarczyk where she 

presents how the minority writings started increasing in the 1990s. Among these minorities 

were Dalit, Women, Adivasi and LGBT . The Dalit movement have had a great representation 

and connection in the literature which increased when the interest among readers, publishers 

and scholars grew during the 1990s (Browarczyk 2019:58). 
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Analysis  
On Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak 

This analysis is intended to answer the research question and determine if Sumitra Mehraul’s 

Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak is better categorized as an autobiography or an autobiografictional 

work. The begins with a description of her childhood at the age of six months, which put in 

the perspective of the text being intended to be autobiographical, could be viewed as 

problematic as there is no possibility that she can have memories from this time of her life. In 

the following except from the autobiography she describes a dinner she had with her mother 

and brother at the age of six months. 

One afternoon my mother served me and my brothers dāl and roṭī!(at that time 

mothers did not have the time to listen to stories, amuse and then play with the 

children as they do nowadays.) After dipping the roti in the dāl when eating I 

suddenly, for some reason which I do not know, took the bowl of dāl and started trying 

to drink it as if it was water. Some of the dāl got in my mouth and the rest ran down 

my neck, chest soaking my belly in dāl. Luckily the dāl was not hot. My mother 

carried me outside to the mortise (Mehraul, 2019:7-8).  1

Mehraul’s description of this evening is indeed remarkable in the sense that it is described in 

a way that makes it seem that she has direct memories of the event. That is evident especially 

when she describes how she started drinking the dāl. She writes that she cannot explain why 

she started drinking the dāl and describes the dāl as being cold, and considering her young 

age it is impossible for her to know in a sense as if she remembers the feeling of the cold dal 

simpering down her belly. The situation is described as based on her own memories of the 

incident and is not indicated to be based on her mother's memories of the situation. The 

general mood in the quote is fine which changes after the next part when Mehraul introduces 

her sickness. After describing the scene in which she is getting washed up by her mother she 

writes the following:  

 ek dopahar bhāiyõ ke sāth mā̃ ne mujhe bhī dāl aur roṭī paros dī!(āj ke samān kahāniyā̃ sunā-sunā kar bahlā-1

bahlā kar baccõ ko kilāne kā us samay mātāõ ke avakāś nahī ̃hotā thā.) kuch der to maĩ dāl mẽ roṭī ḍubā-ḍubā 
kar khātī rahī tabhī achānak na jāne mujhe kyā sūjhā ki dāl kī kaṭorī uṭhā dāl ko bhī maĩ pānī ke samān pīne kā 
yatn karne lagī. kuch hī dāl mere mũh mẽ jā pāī bākī sārī gardan, chātī, pet ko bhigotī huī mujh par ā girī. 
ganīmat vah thī ki dāl garm nahī ̃thī. mā̃ mujhe uṭhā bāhar morī par le gaī (Mehraul, 2019:7-8).
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I fell asleep on my mothers knee and as I was sleeping the deadly fever came, that 

was about to change the whole outline of my life (Mehraul, 2019:7-8).   2

This sentence marks one of the turning points in how Mehraul is describing her life as she 

before this expressed how happy she was with her life, even if it could be questioned if she 

could possibly remember the event at such a young age. After falling ill she describes feeling 

sadness over how her parents handled the investigation regarding her disability. Both of the 

two extracts from her autobiography might be based on her mother’s memories rather than 

presenting Mehraul’s memories of in what order everything happened and how she 

experienced it.  

In concluding if these episodes of Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak could be fictional rather than 

autobiographical it is necessary to answer the question on whether an autobiography must be 

”truthful”. Monika Browarczyk, Markowitsch and Staniloiu put forward how the knowledge 

on the neuropsychological mechanism of remembering have changed the view on 

autobiographies as it is now possible to question what was earlier considered objective truth 

of the autobiography. In relation to this the autobiography being a construct of a construct 

should also be discussed, as well as the narrative self of the autobiography. Lejeune, and later 

an Allmand, is often considered as the most important theorist of the theoretical framework 

surrounding the autobiography. Although the knowledge of the mechanism of remembering is 

often put forward as an issue in the autobiographical writing that should not be the case.  

Putting Sumitra Mehraul’s text Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak in relation to Lejeune’s definition of 

the autobiography it seems that the authentic story of a life is not what is important in the 

telling of the same. Most important part in determining if the text is autobiographical is 

however what Lejeune referred to as the autobiographical pact. This pact must be initiated by 

the author and clearly presented to the reader before the act of reading is begun. As a result, 

the decision of what should be considered the genre of the book is, in the case of 

autobiographical texts, for the author too, if not decide at least initiate. As for Mehraul’s Ṭūṭe 

 mā̃ kī god mẽ hī mujhe nīd̃ ā gaī va sote-sote mujhe vah beirī jānlevā bukhār chaṛhā jisne merī āgāmī jindagī 2

kī rūparekhā hī badal dī (Mehraul, 2019:7-8).
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pãkhõ se parvāz tak the autobiographical is clearly stated on the book cover as well as in 

several parts of the book.  

With this said, it is obvious that the narrative self in Mehraul’s text is a construct, a construct 

based on what she has been told about her childhood and further a construct of what she has 

decided to present for the reader. This too is no contradiction for determining the book as 

autobiographical as the only mention about the contents of the text which is brought forward 

by Lejeune is that it should be ”…concerning his own existence,”. And the telling of her 

childhood must of course, even if based on others memories of the same, be considered to 

contain the story of her existence. Although she probably has no memories of this episode, 

the event has affected her since and is therefore autobiographical.  

Furthermore it must be addressed that as some parts of Mehraul’s autobiography can be said 

to be fictional,  it could also be argued that Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak can, at least regarding 

the episode about Sumitra Mehraul’s early childhood, be considered autobiografictional. The 

term autobiografiction is less restrictive and fits a wider range of texts than the 

autobiographical term. The text could be categorized as autobiografictional if Mehraul is 

basing the text on her fantasies about how she became sick. Although if the text instead is 

based on what Mehraul’s mother told her about the day when she started getting sick it is 

harder to argue for the text being autobiografictional, but not impossible. Smith and Watson 

explain how autobiographies are rarely based on other sources that can contribute to the 

verification of different events presented in the book, but this does not imply that doing so is 

not possible. The possibility of Mehraul getting her information from another part, likely her 

mother, should therefore be considered and perhaps accepted. With basis in what Smith and 

Watson have written about different sources in writing biographies and autobiographies it can 

be said that what is important is not who is the source but rather that the narrative is about 

one individual’s life.  

It would be wrong to consider the text as anything else apart from autobiographical, even if 

some episodes fits the description of what is an autobiografiction. One problem with the 

autobiografictional concept is the broad range of literature that could be fit into the concept as 
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a result of the defining of fictional text as an imaginative or made-up text, as this definition 

would incorporate almost, if not every text. When trying to fit the text into the 

autobiografictional concept it must be said that episodes like the ones presented earlier could 

arguably be autobiographical if one were to emphasize the telling of the writer’s personality 

and the author’s own telling of his life rather than focusing on the truthful narration of his or 

her life. According to Lejeune the autobiography should foremost be viewed as the telling of 

one individuals personality rather than the telling of his or her life. Putting this story in 

relation to the autobiographical theory presented by Lejeune it is obvious that his four 

markers for what an autobiography must contain can be found when reading and analyzing 

the text. The narrator is Sumitra Mehraul and she is also the main subject of the text, 

furthermore the text is prose with a retrospective narrative. The intention of the 

autobiography is not to reveal the objective truth but rather to find the answer in how the 

author’s personality is constructed and explained. 

In conclusion Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak should therefore be considered an autobiography in 

the proper sense since the autobiographical pact is clearly stated. Some elements of fiction 

may come in the earlier parts, particularly her report on her polio infection, which she must 

be telling based on the narratives of her family and not from her own memory. The discussion 

on what Mehraul is basing the episode containing her description of her early childhood on, 

is not relevant in settling whether the text is fictional or not, nor is determining if her 

memories are truthful. The decisive factor in the conclusion of Sumitra Mehraul’s Ṭūṭe pãkhõ 

se parvāz tak being viewed as an autobiography is therefore the autobiographical pact as well 

as the fulfillment of the four requirements as stated in connection to Lejeune’s definition of 

the autobiography.  

On Pratikār and Phā̃s  

As earlier brought up Mehraul’s short stories and autobiographies present similar events. The 

following extract is from Pratikār, followed by an extract from Mehraul’s autobiography. The 

text from Pratikār describes how the main character’s father reacted as he was told about 

when she was the victim of casteism. 
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After listening to the whole story my father became very angry. But he told me to stay 

calm, and arrived one hour later at my house. By then my husband had also arrived. 

Panic broke out as my upstairs and downstairs neighbors saw my fathers car. 

Everyone was eager to know our answer. After all, seeing this spectacle was for 

free.“mītā, bring me two or three sheets of white papers,” father said as he was  

drinking his cāy. I immediately brought him some paper. After putting on his glasses, 

my father started to make use of the legal clauses as he was writing a letter about how 

Suresh's wife Sunita had used casteist words against me in a quarrel. The application 

that came into the police station in that area was against them both, so the two came 

into the police station(Pratikār).  3

The following episode from Mehraul’s autobiography presents when the same happened to 

her and how her father reacted. 

 My father had a bachelor of law and was now retired from the high court of Delhi.  

 After listening and understanding everything he wrote a letter to the police station in  

 our area, which was named SHO, about how the family had entered the surroundings  

 of our home without consent and destroyed it, mentally harassed us by using casteist  

 words against us and that they were trying to damage our reputation in the society  

 (Mehraul, 2019:131-132).   4

The two extracts present an almost identical situation where the father reacted by filing a 

report against the neighbors. The most prominent difference from the autobiography is that 

the main character is not disabled, which perhaps could be explained by Mehraul not wanting 

this taking focus from the casteism presented. It is also worth mentioning the use of more 

 sārī bāt sūn kar pāpā ko bhī baṛā gussā āyā. par mujhe śā̃t rahne kā āśvāsan de, pāpā ek ghante ke bhītar hī 3

mere ghar ā gae. tab tak mere pati bhī ā chuke the. ūpar nīce rahne vālõ mẽ mere pāpā kī gāṛī ko dekh khalbalī 
mac gaī. hamārā javāb kyā hogā jānne ko sabhī ātur the. ākhir phrī mẽ tamāshā jo dekhne ko milatā. “mītā do tīn 
safed kāgaz lākar denā,” cāy pīte-pīte mere pāpā bole. maĩne jhaṭ se kāgaz lākar de die. caśma lagākar, mere 
pāpā ne kānunī ghārāõ kā prayog karte hue ek letar likhā ki kis prakār sureś kī patnī sunitā ne jātisūcak śabdõ kā 
prayog karte hue mujhse jhagaṛā kiyā va us ilāke ke thāne mẽ ajī ̃donõ ke khilāf thī, thān mẽ de āe. apne pati 
sureś kī śah par hī sunītā itnā kūd rahī thī (Mehraul, 2008). 

 mere elelbī pitā sevānivṛtt ho dillī haīkorṭ mẽ praikṭis karte the. sab sun samajh unhõne hamāre ilāke ke pulis 4

thānā ke es.ec.o. ke nām ek patr likhā ki kis prakār us parivār ne merī anumati ke binā mere ghar ke parisar mẽ 
praveś kar toṛ-phoṛ kī, jātisūcak śabdõ ka prayog kar mānasik rup se hamẽ pratāṛit kiyā va hamārī sāmājik 
pratiśṭhā ko ṭhes pahũchāte hue hamārī avamānanā kī (Mehraul, 2019:131-132). 
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formal language in Mehraul’s autobiography, and that the episode presented is more detailed. 

It describes what the neighbors did, what her father included in the letter and what police 

station the letter was sent to. In Pratikār the same episode is less detailed and the focus is on 

the emotions the main character and her father felt. This focus on emotions could be the 

result of the freedom presented by the fictional form, where Mehraul can focus rather on 

emotional experiences than the situational context.   

While Pratikār describes the course of events almost identically as the episode reported for in 

the autobiography, Phā̃s is more of a mix of different episodes from Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz 

tak. Mehraul describes a park in which a girl, paralyzed in both her legs after a fever, is 

watching the other kids play and mourning the fact that she cannot participate. This is of 

course similar, if not identical, to what Mehraul herself experienced as a young girl. She 

furthermore writes about the disabled girl’s mother who it seems can never find the time for 

her, but also the sorrow she feels over her sickness never being properly examined. The story 

continues with the telling of how the girl's parents go out for a movie, leaving her behind, as 

is also shortly described in Mehraul’s autobiography on page 14-31.  

A question that could be asked in connection to these reflections is how to put the short 

stories in relation to Mehraul’s autobiography and why these writings should not be 

categorized as autobiographical texts. The most obvious difference between the different 

writings is of course the absence of the autobiographical pact in the two short stories. 

Accepting Lejeune’s definition of autobiographies, as is done in this thesis, the short stories 

therefore cannot be considered as autobiographical. The four complementary requirements 

that Lejeune considers necessary in the writing of an autobiography are also absent. Pratikār 

fulfills the requirement of the text having a retrospective perspective but it is not stated that 

the author is the narrator, and therefore the text must be considered a fiction. In Phā̃s the 

main character of the story is clearly stated to be another than the author and therefore this 

story can not be considered anything else than being a fictional story, although clearly being 

inspired by Mehraul’s life. The most important factor in the texts not being autobiographical 

is of course the absence of the autobiographical pact and the fact that they do not contain the 
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story of Sumitra Mehraul’s life and personality in any other aspect than being vaguely 

influenced by her life.  

Putting the two short stories in relation to the concept of autobiograficiton it is obvious that 

they could be considered part of the genre. Furthermore taking into consideration Reynolds 

own words, the definition is stricter than what is presented initially by Saunders. The 

definition of the genre is as follows: “a record of real spiritual experiences strung on a 

credible but more or less fictitious autobiographical narrative” and considering this, it is not 

as obvious that the two texts can be categorized as autobiografictional. At this point it is 

necessary to consider the texts as being simply fictional, since the term fiction to some extent 

also includes texts based on true stories. 

This clarification on what should be considered an autobiografictional text implies that the 

narrative should be labeled autobiographical, rather than in the case of the short stories that 

contain a fictional narrative. The two short stories presented in this thesis are indeed based on 

Sumitra Mehraul’s life experiences but written in the form of fiction and therefore does not fit 

into the definition given by Reynolds on what should be considered an autobiografictional 

work. Although the same can not be said after analyzing the two novels from Saunders 

definition of what is an autobiografictional work. According to his definition, Pratikār and 

Phā̃s could indeed be viewed as short stories containing fictional elements and therefore fit 

the definition given on autobiografiction. In conclusion it must be stated that when 

considering the amount of autobiographical elements in the two short stories and Saunders 

redefinition of autobiografiction the two short stories can indeed be categorized as 

autobiografictional. 

The Representation of Identity 

In analyzing the writings and Sumitra Mehraul’s authorship the different dimensions of her 

identity, as a dalit, woman and disabled person should be taken into consideration. Sumitra 

Mehraul’s Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz tak present three different layers of her identity and the 

telling of which of the three is of most importance differentiates throughout the text. When 
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describing her childhood Mehraul often comes back to her mother being occupied with 

household chores while her father is described as absent. The narrative Mehraul is presenting 

regarding his attitude towards the household chores and the absence of help in reading 

homework can, when also taking into account what is presented regarding her mother, easily 

be read as criticism against the patriarchy. This layer of her identity and her attitude or 

opinions on the patriarchy and equality is furthermore presented when she describes her and 

Satish marriage. In writing about her marriage it seems important for Mehraul to precisely 

present their division of household chores, with the same sense of detail that she describes 

her parents’ marriage and the absence of the division of household chores. This indicates an 

awareness but also brings forward Mehraul's will to find a solution on different issues in her 

daily life, which is present throughout the entire autobiography.  

One of the most important parts where Sumitra Mehraul’s feminist values are presented is 

when she describes how she, by herself, gets a loan and buys a house. It is apparent that 

buying a house is her idea and that her husband has no part in it, which is of course 

remarkable living in a traditional patriarchal society. Throughout her autobiography being a 

woman is rarely presented as being a problem and Mehraul clearly reflecting on how it 

possibly could have affected her life is only really present in two episodes of the 

autobiography. Firstly in the part where she is reflecting on why she is being treated poorly 

by her colleagues and secondly an incident where she is being harassed by a man when 

waiting for the bus. Apart from these two episodes her identity as a woman is rarely lifted in a 

negative manner. Analyzing how being a woman has affected her life must be done between 

the lines.  

Her identity as a Dalit is however more apparent and the discrimination she experiences is 

reported in many episodes of the autobiography. She reports about incidents of discrimination 

of her mother, father and herself. In the following extract from her autobiography she 

describes what happened when her father’s colleague came over for legal advice.   

 He came as my father was sunbathing, and my father ordered for chay to be  

 made. Ginger and cardamom was put in the steaming hot tea that came for 
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him, but he was confused, how could he drink the tea from a dalit officer openly in the 

street, he could not refuse it, but by drinking the tea he was breaking the holy 

sacraments.  He let the tea cool down, (then he looked in all four directions to make 

sure nobody was looking) drank it in one breath as if it was water and put the cup 

aside. How sly he was. That is how double sided his morality was. He could accept 

the knowledge and wisdom offered by the dalit, but not the chai served with respect 

and love.  

 (Mehraul, 2019:60-61)  5

Mehraul often presents different events when she and her family have experienced casteism, 

but the incidents are often followed by how she handled the incidents. In this episode of her 

autobiography she writes about how her father often present his colleagues with legal advices 

but how they still look down on him for being a Dalit. Although her father is being treated 

badly by his colleague Mehraul chooses to focus rather on that the colleague is missing out 

on the chai, carefully prepared by her family. This incident, as well as her further testimonies 

of discrimination contribute in making her experiences as a Dalit one of the red threads 

throughout the autobiography. 

She also often describes how her disability has affected and restricted her life. It is obvious 

that the discrimination and limitation she felt as a disabled person has been probably the 

greatest obstacle she has faced throughout her life. She often writes about feeling trapped in 

her body, for example when she writes about the different trips she has done with her children 

and the sadness she experiences when she cannot participate in all the parts of the trip. 

Writing about her childhood she presents especially two different situations where she was 

left behind because of her disability and how this has affected her life later on.  

In the narrative a feeling of loneliness and exclusion should also be considered a red thread in 

the reading of the autobiography. Mehraul describes being alone and feeling left out both 

 bāhar dhūp sẽkte hue mere pitā uske āne par uske lie cāy banāne kā ādeśa dete. adarak, ilāyacī dalī garmāgarm 5

cāy uske lie ātī, par vo asamãjas mẽ paṛ jātā, dalit aphasar ke ghar kī cāy khuleām galī me kaise pie, na to aphsar 
ko inkār hī kar saktā thā par galī mẽ sabke sāmne cāy pīne se bhī uske sãskār use rokte the. tab vo cāy ko paṛe-
paṛe pānī kī tarah ṭãdī ho jāane detā, (phir cārõ or dekhar ki koī use dekh to nahī ̃rahā) ek sā̃s mẽ pānī kī tarah 
use pī kap ek or rakh detā. itnā ghūrt thā vah. aisī dogalī thī uskī nīti. dalit kā gyān aur budhi to svīkāry thī use, 
par ādar aur sneh se peś kī gaī cāy nahī ̃(Mehraul, 2019:60-61). 
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from her family but also generally throughout her childhood. The feeling of loneliness is 

based in the discrimination and limitations she is facing as a consequence of her identity as a 

Dalit, disabled woman. She describes feeling lonely in school and at work but also the 

loneliness she experiences in her neighborhood and how the exclusion by others becomes 

even stronger as she tries to put an end to the discrimination she continuously is suffering 

from. The underlying loneliness is a part of the autobiography that is a less visible, but still 

apparent, layer of the narrative. 

Putting Mehraul’s Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz in the South Asian autobiographical context her 

identity as a women should be lifted. As earlier mentioned the opinions on whether to view 

the situation of the woman author as comparable to the Dalit author’s situation have been 

varying. Some argue the contemporary Indian woman is living under slave-like conditions, 

just as the Dalits often have been claimed to do. Although this of course is worth putting into 

consideration it is apparent throughout the text that Sumitra Mehraul rarely is describing how 

her identity as a women leads to her being discriminated against, while the same cannot be 

said about her Dalit identity. 

Her writings should be considered reflecting her three different identities, as a woman, Dalit 

and disabled person. Browarczyk puts forward that the writing of an female autobiography in 

the South Asian context must be seen as an act of rebellion, and similarly Gajarawala claims 

the Dalit literature as protest literature. With this said, Mehraul’s writings should not be 

forced into one of these three categories but rather seen as an act of protest against the 

different kinds of oppression she has faced as a consequence of belonging to them.  

Sumitra Mehraul and the Dalit Desire for Authenticity  

Authenticity is one of the most important parts in the writing as a Dalit author, which could 

explain the contemporary popularity in writing and reading Dalit autobiographies. The 

writing of autobiographies is an extension of the Dalit literary tradition which historically 

have been an important tool in spreading awareness of the situation of the Dalits across India.  

In the writing of autobiography authors present their experiences in an almost factual form, 

making their experiences of discrimination impossible to overlook. This focus on experiences 
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could be compared to the focus on authenticity in the discussion of autobiographies but also 

linked together and in the case of Dalit writers probably indicates a double obligation for 

writing authentically. In the case of Dalit literature the purpose have always been to bring 

awareness of their situation, but also to awaken engagement in the non-Dalit reader. 

Sumitra Mehraul herself writes about the author’s role or even duty in writing both about the 

problems present in his or her society but also in presenting solutions to these issues. These 

could be interpreted as an example of what Brueck presents as chetnā. As stated in the 

theoretical chapter of this thesis some have argued that fiction when revolving around the 

author's experiences contains a truer representation of the actual events, although the same 

also has been questioned. In reading Sumitra Mehraul the question whether her fiction or 

autobiography provides an objective representation of her life is very present. In questioning 

how true or authentic the content is, the question as for what the reason behind choosing to 

write autobiographical, respectively fictional texts is awoken. This question of authenticity 

could also be interpreted as a motive for a clear distinction between the two.  

With basis in Lejeune’s definition of autobiographies the importance of writing ”truthfully” 

can be questioned. An autobiography should rather be concentrated on the author’s 

interpretation and experience of the life she or he has been living, autobiography is always a 

narrative and not simply a translation of facts into words. Therefore there is no obligation for 

the author to present a subjective truth or withholding information from the reader, as long as 

the main subject is still the life of the author and the text does not transcend into being a 

fictional story of his or her life.  

In order for the reader to accept the text as autobiographical and the autobiographical pact to 

be settled the author must present a story which can at least pass somehow as the factual 

version. This, of course, entails for the author whose life story is known for the reader to be 

somewhat more truthful than the author who is unknown. Lejeune rejects the idea of the 

possibility for the writer to be anonymous while others, such as Browarczyk admit no such 

restriction. Furthermore one could assume that presenting the reader with a truthful narrative 

is more important when the author is presenting matters about such as discrimination on the 
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basis of caste, gender, class or disability as narratives of discrimination will probably have a 

greater possibility of being questioned as this type of discrimination is considered very 

shameful in the Indian society. Dalit literature and the importance of authenticity must be 

understood in relation to this.  

Mehraul is not alone in feeling a kind of moral responsibility in presenting her experiences of 

discrimination to the general public. This could also be linked to the other layer of her 

identity as a disabled woman and how this is presented in the autobiography. It would be a 

simplification to try to determinate which of her identities as Dalit, woman and disabled is 

dominating in her writings. The different layers of her identity should rather be seen as 

complementary or even depending on each other and considered just as influential for the 

writing of her autobiography. 

Sumitra Mehraul regards it the authors’ duty to contribute to solutions of social problems 

presented in their works. Her description of her different experiences is often, if not 

systematically, posed as follows: a presentation of the difficulty, discrimination or obstacle 

and there after how she overcame or handled the same. Her narrative strategy in the writing 

of her autobiography makes it obvious that Mehraul is not interested in being seen as a 

victim, despite the discrimination that she constantly faces. The aim is rather to spread 

awareness in accordance with the Dalit literature tradition, in Mehraul's case about her reality 

as a Dalit but also as a disabled woman.  
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Conclusion 
In order to be categorized as an autobiography the writing should fulfill the four conditions 

set by Philip Lejeune, and most importantly the autobiographical pact must be fulfilled. With 

basis in this Sumitra Mehraul’s Ṭūṭe pãkhõ se parvāz should be considered an autobiography. 

The autobiographical pact is clearly stated in the book, and furthermore the narrative is 

retrospective prose and Mehraul is the narrator. The intention of an autobiographical text is 

not to reveal the objective truth or the reality of the events, but rather to present the story 

about the writer’s idea about what is the truth concerning his or her life. The narrative of all 

autobiographies is a construction, based on the author’s interpretation of his or her own life, 

bound to the factual or ”objective truth” of the same.  

As for the determination of which writings can be categorized as autobiographical 

respectively autobiografictional, Lejeune’s theory presents a clear separation between the 

two. Writings that are not containing the initiation of the autobiographical pact can never be 

categorized as autobiographical, which is why Mehraul’s short stories can not be categorized 

as such. Mehraul’s short stories are fiction containing episodes from Mehraul’s life and 

therefore autobiografictional.  

Mehraul’s identity as a Dalit, Woman and disabled is represented in her writings in all their 

complexities, especially in her autobiography. In the parts where her autobiography and short 

stories present a similar narrative episode, the autobiography often presents a more detailed 

and formalized version of the story. The language used in her autobiography is also often 

more formalized compared to the language used in her short stories. In her short stories she 

presents selected episodes of her life and focuses on different parts of her identity. In her 

autobiography, on the other hand, her identity as a disabled Dalit woman is presented and the 

different layers of her identity are complementary to each other.  

In conclusion, the introduction of the autobiografictional concept is important for the Dalit 

literature. As for Mehraul’s autobiografictional texts, they often present more of the main 

characters feelings rather than concentrating on the telling of the factual events. With basis in 

this, the autobiografictional genre must be said to present a forum where it is easier for the 
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author to address his or her feelings, rather than the telling of the ”objective truth” of his or 

her life. As evident in Dalit writings, the discrimination of Dalits continues to this day. From 

this aspect, the further investigation of the possibility to categorize additional Dalit writings 

as autobiografictional is important in order to legitimize experiences of discrimination 

presented in Dalit writings. Categorized as autobiografiction, Dalit writings becomes harder 

to ignore. 
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